


 The Israel state was

 established in 1948 !

 The population 
 8,730,562 citizens

 (by 2012)



Israel State Migration

The State of Israel consists mainly from immigrants  and 

their families. Israel welcomes immigrants from:

Europe, Asia ,Africa and U.S.A (including Latin America).

Israel's population consists mainly of:

Jews , Muslims and Christians

The official languages   are Hebrew and Arabic
but also Russian became an unofficial language of the State.

The difference in the population creates a major 
challenge in every segment of Israeli society life.



ISRAELI    INVENTIONS
Boiling Machine 

Rooftop solar heater
Disc on Key
(USB Port)

Video camera 

Small tomatoes Waze



Jerusalem is the capital Of Israel.
Jerusalem history goes back to the day’s of the Bible.
Jerusalem is the center of 3 different religious:
Judaism, Christianity and Islam.

Jerusalem



Haifa
The third largest city in 
Israel.  
Its history dates back to 
the times of Bible.
Has a lot of industrial 
factories.

North of Israel
It is the highest point in 
Israel.
In the winter the 
temperature is under 0 
degrees.
We have snows every 
year.

Mount Hermon 



The largest fresh water lake.
This Lake provides 25% of 
the drinking water in Israel. 

Kinneret
River    

of Jordan

Runs from the north to the south, 
It Is also used as a entertainment 
place.



CENTER OF ISRAEL - TEL AVIV



Near the border 
between Jordan 
and Egypt.

A center of tourism 
and international 
port.

Eilat
The Negev Desert 

occupies more than half 

of   Israel's land.

Only a part of the desert 

is populated.

Negev Desert 

South of Israel 



Dead Sea

The amount of salt in it, is 10 times bigger than the World 
Ocean salt.
People all over the world come to get treatment for their 
health problems.
Even if you can not swim, you will never sink in the Dead 
sea. 



The modern Israeli cuisine

The most important part
of it is Mediterranean style.

Also immigrant brought 
their traditional dishes
that become part of 
modern cuisine

Shakshuka 

Falafel 

Grilled, shawarma
BBQ 

Hummuss 



































 Thanks for listening



WITH LOVE FROM 
ISRAEL !!!

HADAS ZE'EV


